Media Release
New York, March 15, 2019
Important Announcements and Updates
EGW Capital Inc. has changed its token contract w.e.f March 15, 2019, due to
extreme price manipulations by a group of token holders.
The previous token contract is now invalid and has been replaced with a new token
contract. We have informed Etherflyer and InstantBitex (both the exchanges where
we trade) about the changes made. We have also informed CoinGecko,
CoinPaprika and Coin Codex.
The link to the new contract on Etherscan is stated below:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0927f81524dce83123760e2f3bf195afa9d07dcc
The new token has enhanced the supply of tokens with the same commitment
towards business. The business model and the potential to earn revenues remains
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the same. This action is taken to defend the value of all the stakeholders and the
overall value of the business.
We regret any inconvenience caused in this regard. All important information
related to the new token contract will be distributed in our Telegram Group. It is
recommended that you keep yourself updated by regularly visiting our group.
https://t.me/egwcapital (Official Telegram Group)
Dividend Updates
Since we have enhanced our token supply, the previously announced dividend is
adjusted. By dividend, we mean distribution of our client tokens which we are in
the process of earning in the form of token revenue.
These tokens constitute a major part of our income and we distribute up to 50% of
the tokens we earn from our clients.
The board of directors has recommended a dividend 1700% or US $1.07 (on
the last traded price of US $0.03 per token). This dividend is higher than the
previous dividend (previous average price per token was $8.00 on average).
The dividends will be now distributed on May 15, 2019. A dividend form will
be issued by March 25, 2019. The record date of the token will be announced
by April 2, 2019.

By Order of The Board
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